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Once upon a time, a young man found an amulet…

Window Wishing VI
Costume Party Arc II

Previously on Window Wishing we saw how Erik
and his girls started a costume party at home.
During said party, the girls are allowed to use the
wishing amulet, but only for wishes Erik approves
of. We‘ve gone through several sexy changes and
it‘s just about to get even hotter as Erik‘s new
neighbor, the city‘s mayor, joins the party,
dressed as a slutty nurse. How will the wish
frenzy continue? ☺



*Phew* 
What a day. I 

deserve to relax 
a bit now...

Now…



Oh! The 
Party!



It’s so nice for 
him to invite me. 
And I’ve already 

got this hot 
nurse outfit.

Phew.  What a 
day. I hope I'm 

not too late for 
my neighbor’s

costume party.





Heya!
I‘m here for

the party. Am I 
too late?

To think she‘s
this town‘s

leader… she
looks so slutty! 

*giggle*

No Madame. 
The party is still 

ongoing, everybody 
is awaiting you.



How did you
get them to

look like that?

Cool costume, by
the way. Those
ears… they look

so realistc!

Come in and 
you‘ll find out. 

*chuckle*

Thanks!



So… we were
playing a wishing
game before your 

arrival. You in?

Well… er… 
how does it

work?



Of course, the other girls are more than
eager to show the newcomer how the
wishing amulet works☺.



I wish I had
the biggest
boobs of
them all!

Bigger! Bigger!

What do 
you think, 
Master?

These 
should do…



But since she
used the wish
last hers are
much bigger!

Holy F!
The bitch

stole my wish!

Here, 
catch!

You wanna
have the

next wish?

These 
boobies

should do 
for now.



Alright…
I wish for

bigger boobs, 
I guess?

Woah!

O.M.G.!!
I‘m stacked!



After that, it does not take long for an
orgy to unfold… Here are two pix of
Cheryl during said orgy.



Cheryl, the fairy, uses 
all of her body to make 
up for her new height 
shortage ☺.Does it feel

good as I grind
my whole body

along your 
shaft?



Cheryl has become quite 
the handful to please. ☺



All hail
the fairy

king!

All hail
the fairy

king!

All hail
the fairy

king!

All hail
the fairy

king!

Wow!

During their party, Erik 
discovers a fetish for 
elves and fairy girls. And 
with some more wishing 
the whole town becomes 
his new kingdom.



Fairy!
Uh, that 
tingles!

Woah!
Everything

seems so big all 
of a sudden!



Elf!

Cool!
Guess I‘m a 

dark elf now. 
*chuckle*



End of Teaser

Hello, Hexxet here. 

This story starts where the last part left off, 
namely the bunch of girls wishing for stuff 
with the amulet. But it soon turns into a full 
out orgy before finally all girls are either 
turned into elves or fairies. There are two BE 
Sequences and some hot action with the tiny 
fairy girl Cheryl through the comic. ☺

The complete comic is ~100 pages + 14 
pinups long and will be available on my 
Patreon and Gumroad:
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